Expression in non-lens tissues of an enzyme activity related to the 'lens-specific' protein, delta crystallin.
When chick embryo neutral retina (NR) cells are cultured for long periods in vitro, they undergo extensive transdifferentiation into lens and express the lens protein, delta crystallin. We now demonstrate that this process is accompanied by a change in the chromatin conformation of the delta-gene locus from DNAase1-resistant to DNAase1-sensitive in the nuclei of most cells. Transcripts hybridising to a delta probe are also much more prevalent among the in vitro transcription products from lens or transdifferentiated NR culture nuclei, as compared to nuclei from fresh NR tissue. Published evidence indicates that the chick delta 1 crystallin gene encodes the major structural protein of embryonic lens fibres, whereas the closely related delta 2 gene may encode the urea-cycle enzyme argininosuccinate lyase (ASL). Our present data lends further support to this view. Both immunodetectable delta-related protein(s) and ASL activity are present in fresh embryonic NR tissue, as well as in mouse and Rana liver, and in Rana lens. Our polyclonal anti-delta antibody also cross-reacts with a major constituent of commercial bovine ASL, of the same molecular size as chick delta crystallin. Immunoselection studies suggest that the ASL activity in chick embryonic NR is conferred mainly by the delta-related protein band. So-called 'ectopic' expression of delta crystallin in embryonic NR (and other tissues) may thus involve the delta 2/ASL gene, and could reflect some metabolic requirement for ASL activity.